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Most scientologists outside the Church are aware, that the 

doctrine and the materials of the Church are now thoroughly 

falsified. Obvious examples are re-issues of HCOBs and 

HCOPLs - which per HCO PL 24. Sept. 1970RA may only be 

written by L. Ron Hubbard – years after the announcement of 

Rons death. I have documented some bold falsifications on 

my website under the following links: Squirrel-Altert
2
 

Also the objective of these falsifications became obvious. 

Besides a long row of alterations, of which the only purpose 

was, to let the public get used to "improvements"
3
, there are 

some, by which it becomes clear who the new ruler of 

Scientology is, as documented in the following essays: 

• IRS
4
  

• Black Scientology
5
 

Some alterations are meant to protect the new ruler and to 

make sure, that his opponents in the Church can be thrown out 

of the game, all the way to a SP-declare and that the good old 

members “in good standing” break connection and so don`t 

dare to listen to these people: 

• Link SP-Declares etc.
6
  

Finally there are the most essential alterations in the tech, 

which are meant to mess up and destroy Rons legacy to 

mankind: 

• GAT-Link
7
  

• tech -alter-is
8
  

• Link to squirreled 2nd Dyn-Definition as "creative 

force"
9
  

                                                           

1
 I originally published this article on 4

th
 Febr. 2004 in 

german on my website under this link: 

www. FreieScientologen.de\seitwann.htm  

2
 www. FreieScientologen.de\lrhbuecher.htm 

3
 the newest release of the „now totally per the intentions 

of LRH”-books in 2007 at least fall into this category, if not 

worse. 

4
 www. FreieScientologen.de\irs-tech.htm 

5
 www. FreieScientologen.de\squirl02.htm 

6
 www. FreieScientologen.de\exkommun.htm 

7
 www. FreieScientologen.de\kritikgat.htm 

8
 www. FreieScientologen.de\tech.htm 

9
 www. FreieScientologen.de\2nddyn.htm 

To many readers nothing of this is new. New is the 

following ascertainment: when we have realised, that the 

Church was taken over by opponents and that they control the 

re-issue lines, and therefore are bold enough to falsify LRH-

data (which is the biggest crime in Scientology!); when we 

realise, that the direction of the “Scientology-train” no longer 

is going from "south to north"
10

  but meanwhile is going from 

north to south (because in the meantime many measures of the 

Church – especially of HCO, but also of tech, especially on 

the solo levels –  are bringing the members down), then we 

must of course ask ourselves, when did this change start ?!! 

The exact determination, when those malevolent people 

started alterations, is very important, in order to avoid the two 

following mistakes: 

1. When one takes this date too late (for instance on 

1986 – Ron’s alleged date of death
11

), then one 

will keep already introduced false data in the 

technical training of auditors and case supervisors. 

On the other side Auditors can achieve maximum 

gains with their PCs, if they only use valid LRH-

data. According to my observation do experienced 

Auditors of the Freezone get their jobs happily 

done, as they ignore false tech in their self 

determined usage. They are in a better situation 

than church auditors, who are forced by “KSW-

determined” C/Ses to apply the newest releases of 

tech. –But as long as the false tech is forwarded in 

training materials, in any case the future 

generations of Auditors are being led astray: they 

maybe justly protest against verbal tech  of their 

experienced supervisors and stick to the available 

materials. We would probably not  – like in the 

Church – set course for the south but at least for 

the east. But that would be just bad enough! – As a 

result one undermines the certainty the PCs, 

Auditors and Case-Supervisors have in the stable 

workability of the tech, as long as we accept alter-

ised tech by the take-over-team of RTC & Co. 

Because Ron guarantees 100% results only when 

there is no deviation of his tech. 

2. When one fixes this date to early (for instance some 

argue, that the tech  is only ok untill 1964 and that 

                                                           

10
 Rons symbolism for the downside of the scale=south 

and the topside of the scale =north. When one looks at a 

globe, one can tell the downside=south from the 

topside=north. Perhaps also hia hint at the war of the united 

southern states=pro-Britisch-slavekeepers against the united 

northern states =fighters for the independance of the Britisch 

Crown 

11
 I doubt, that this cremated body was LRH’s. No one of 

his family or his friends was allowed to see it. The body was 

cremated immediately after the Coroner’s Work, although he 

found a lot of outpoints. The identity of the body LRH was 

only given by FBI and military records, which could be faked 

if the government was interested in the plot. 
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Ron himself began from there on to destroy the 

workability of the bridge), then one will deny 

himself essential and valuable improvements of 

the tech. Later on the OT-levels were developed, 

Standard-Dianetics, Int-Handling, PTS-Handling, 

expanded Dianetics and many other matters –it is 

non-survival to depart from that. 

I have thus tried, to determine the exact time, when the 

alteration of the tech  began. This can, in so far, not be done 

quite precise, because one can find even in the beginning 

60ies "revisions of the tech" in HCOBs, which obviously have 

not been made by Ron, because they –compared with the 

original materials –contain grave mistakes. Ron complains in 

the class-VIII-lectures, that he had to ascertain, that in the 

60ies some of his materials were falsified or even put aside. 

Therefore one must assume a gradual approach of influence of 

the opponents on the re-issue lines of the Scientology 

materials.  

Even since 1950 secret services and psychiatrists have 

smuggled their agents into Scientology and tried to get them 

on high influential posts. This way a millionaire named 

Percell could take over the management of the Dianetics 

research foundation in 1951 and Ron lost his rights on the 

Dianetics book and the trademark Dianetics for years. This 

was a passing earlier-similar to the take-over by CST-RTC 

today. It shows, how the suppressors operate: they provide 

themselves with a legal basis, to take control of the opponents 

"shop". Then it failed, because Ron gave up the field of 

Dianetics and presented a new field named Scientology. He 

could evade the attack. Additionally in 1955 he also won on 

the justice level: he won back the rights to "Dianetics". This 

he celebrated with the book "Dianetics 55!", which is 

nevertheless for its content a pure Scientology-book, when 

one uses the current definitions on Dianetics and Scientology. 

So there have always been partial successes of the 

opponents, like for example the quickie grades, with which the 

Scientology churches were destroyed in the late 60ies. Ron –

due to the loss of his visum –had to leave England and by that 

lost direct control over over St. Hill and the issue lines. Ron 

rehabbed his control by the foundation of the Sea Org, who 

had to help him restoring ethics in the Orgs. 

As a stable datum I have therefore for this work assumed, 

that Scientology has been integer as long as Ron was in 

control of his commlines to the orgs and individual 

Scientologists. Because as long as Ron could communicate to 

the Scientologists and they to him (2-way-comm!!!), he had 

an opportunity, to correct all kinds of attacks on the integrity 

of Scientology (mainly the materials: HCOBs, HCOPLs, 

books, tapes, courses, orders etc.). 

In a "Fairytale" LRH described already in 1952 how his 

life and lwork would run and end. I have cited it here: The 

Man and the Golden Ball
12

 

In the moment when he no longer could be informed by 

individual Scientologists about any alter-Is or when he could 

no longer make sure, that his communications (HCOBs, 

HCOPLs etc.) went out fully and unchanged to the 

                                                           

12
 www. FreieScientologen.de\goldenball.htm and also in 

the Red Vols since 1991. 

Scientologist, one must assume, that the thorough alterations 

could and did begin. So during his alleged 9 years in hiding 

from 1977 to 1986 he was not any longer in control of his 

commlines. The speculation, whether he died in 1977 or was 

imprisonated or lived a happy live on his own is without any 

importance regarding our goals as Scientologists. We just 

have to find out and decide, when the rewriting of the tech 

started and became the dominant factor in the materials. 

Threefold measures.Threefold measures.Threefold measures.Threefold measures. 

Ron has made sure by threefold measures, that the 

authenticity of his communications can be traced: 

1. Prohibition on verbal tech  as in hidden dataline. In 

HCOPL 16. APRIL 1965 THE HIDDEN DATA LINE he 

writes:  

"The whole of technology is released in HCO Bulletins 

and HCO Policy Letters and tapes I do and release. - I don't 

tell people anything in some private way, not even instructors. 

...  

There is no "hidden data line". To believe there is makes 

an ARC Break. - The apparency is somebody's pretence to 

know from me more than is on the tapes and in books and 

mimeos, or, brutally, somebody's alter-is of materials. This 

looks like a "hidden data line". It surely isn't. ... 

Don't for heaven's sake mistake alter-is by somebody as 

evidence of a hidden line. 

In Scientology we say "If it isn't written it isn't true". 

That applies to orders. Somebody says "Ron said to . . ." and 

on a veteran staff you hear the rejoinder "Let's see it". I've 

had raw meat walk into an org and say "Ron said I was to 

have 25 hours of auditing". And in the raw meat days of orgs, 

they sometimes were given it. So we have learned the hard 

way-"If it isn't written it wasn't said". - And that applies to 

anybody's orders, not just mine. - And on tech and policy, it's 

equally true. If it isn't in an HCOB or an HCO Pol Ltr or 

recorded on a tape in my voice, it isn't tech or policy. 

Next time you hear a pretended order or a squirrel 

process attributed to me, say "If it isn't written or recorded it 

isn't true"." 

(Remark: the entire new structure of the command lines 

in the Church of Scientology is based exclusively on such 

"Hidden Data Lines": because even now there are no HCOPLs 

as such – not even falsified ones –in which Ron supposedly 

has presented these command lines of the upper Int-

Management: there is no Watch-Dog-Committee, no 

Commodore-Messengers-Org, no RTC, no CST. Those are all 

inventions of the new rulers, which are not based on any 

LRH-issue and in even in sharp contradiction to the policies 

on world-wide-management published even in the 1991-OEC 

Vol no 7 !!!
13

) 

                                                           

13
 In the beginnings of the 90ies I studied in my Org the 

so called „Command Channel Course“ based on a blue 

booklet given out by the „Church of Scientology 

International“. There was defined RTC, CMO, WDC etc. pp 

but without any LRH reference!!! 
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2. He has made available all important technical data in 

lectures: one can hear Ron"s voice, as he informes us about 

his newest results of research. Since the 90ies exists a lot of 

attempts by RTC, to falsify these lectures, to erase complete 

passages or add a few words (example: PDC 20), but there are 

still enough older tapes on the market, who now are all being 

made available in digitalised form (WAV- or MP3-files), so 

that every body can obtain certainty about the authenticity of 

the technical fundamentals. 

3. The HCOBs, HCOPLs and other written issues are all 

based on originals, which L. Ron Hubbard either wrote by 

hand or on his typewriter signed by himself. The publication 

orgs in the 70ies have been able to show at least reproductions 

of these originals, so that they could prove the correctness of 

their publications in this way
14

. – When these originals of a 

HCOB, HCOPL can no longer be presented, then they 

probably are forgeries! That was the line of the old “verbal 

data checklist”: Every one had the right to take a look at the 

originals. Today these are put away by CST for eternity. As it 

it expected by 1.1er they say: “we preserve the original LRH-

materials for eternity for mankind.” But actually all LRH 

originals are secured against sceptical Scientologists. That is 

their definition of “preservation”. 

In determining the date I have to disregard the individual 

testimonies, because often these testimonies cannot be verified 

anymore and could for many reasons have been false: be it 

misleading testimonies of hostile agents, who deliberately 

want to occlude the date, be it testimonies of people, who 

want to cover up their doings with a little lie. Also the so 

called testimony of Mary-Sue Hubbard, she was last seen in 

1978, can only be a rumour, because who could speak with 

                                                           

14 Yesterday on 2nd Aug. 2007 I wrote to the newsgroup IFAChat the 

following message on the subject of newly released and revised LRH-books 

by RTC: ”I had a talk with a german Scientologist a few years ago. His name 

was Wolfgang Redten bacher a german old-timer, who died last year. 

Wolfgang was an exec at the publications org in Kopenhagen in the 

70ies, which now is known as New Era Publications Int (NEPI). He told me, 

that in those times they had in Pubs from every manuscript of the LRH-books 

a photocopy to which they had to compare the newly typsetted and to be 
published book: word by word. These manuscripts were sometimes 

handwritten by LRH and sometimes by typewriter. But in case of the 

typewriter-written manuscripts every single page was handsigned by LRH so 

that they could be sure of the origin. Of course they did not had the originals, 

but photocopies of the originals. 

He told me this, as he heard that since the 80ies these manuscripts were 

gone as he heard from NEPI-staffs. – Sorry, but my witness for this fact - 

Wolfgang - is dead now. But perhaps someone knows other older Pubs  Staffs 

who can confirm this story. Because this story contradicts the myth of DM, 

that LRH did not control the publication of the books at all, that he just 
dictated them and then never mind again. And of course LRH would not sign 

every single page without proofreading it. That would give no sense. Perhaps 

these transcripts - if Ron dictated the books - deviate from the dictates. But 

that does not mean, that this in not in agreement with LRH, as he would have 

proofread them and correct any incorrecteness by the communicated concepts, 
not by comparing them with the tapes. - Do you know any Pubs Org Staffs 

from the 70ies ?“- Today one could argue, that I just lie about these 

photocopies, but you can find out the truth with the help of the Internet 

Archive: Wayback Machine at http://www.archive.org: just look up this 

address www.FreieScientologen.de/en_seitwann.htm or even the german 
original www.FreieScientologen.de/seitwann.htm which was written an 

published in 2004. That is the original text on which this article is based and 

were I already published the existence of the photocopies. In 2004 without 

mentioning the name of Wolfgang Redten bacher, as he was still alive and 

working in his own computer-security-business. 

MSH since about that time! She even died a few years ago. I 

see this MSH testimony as a fake too. 

The LRH-Lectures 

With them we also found an important datum, to 

determine the wanted, precise date: what is the last lecture, 

where we can hear Ron's voice and put it to the test? Because 

Ron has given lectures since 1950 frequently, to inform us 

scientologists about his latest results of research. The last 

LRH-lecture, that can be bought is the following: on 13. Nov. 

72 Ron gave the lecture "Diseases - Breakthrough" in the light 

of the Expanded Dianetics research. In the same year he gave 

16 lectures (4 for the Expanded Dianetics and 12 ESTO-

lectures). 

I wrote a table
15

, in which I wrote down the number of 

lectures per year and added comments. 

In 1975 he supposedly gave 22 lectures for a few chosen 

auditors on the New Vitality RD, which can only be studied in 

Flag. To me it’s not known, if this course is still being 

delivered and if on it, the lectures can still be listened to. 

Perhaps these lectures are from Ron. But can we be sure, that 

they were not held a few years earlier and later published 

under the date of 1975 to prove his well being? It is odd, that 

these lectures are the only one in all the years since 1973 and 

only held in a small circle. 

Class XII Pierre Ethier confirms on his website: 

Another fascinating course I did was the "New Vitality 

Rundown".  

Contrarily to statements made by uninformed people in 

Ron's org, the last set of Public Technical Lectures made by 

LRH was made in November 1975 in Daytona Beach, Florida 

to all Flag Auditors on what was called at the Time "The 

Special Rundown".  

The course, which I did directly under the Supervision of 

the Snr C/S Flag Land base has the 22 LRH lectures Series 

from late 1975 for its core. I was pleasantly surprised when I 

listened in their Introduction that I was listening to a Master, 

not a Copy and therefore no editing of any kind had been 

made, including a number of passages, where LRH suddenly 

paused, after having made a statement with political or other 

unsavory ramifications, would say loudly to a messenger 

:"You will have to cut that off, boy!".  

Since that year there is once in a while a so called Ron's 

Journal, in which Ron speaks to the Scientologists. In them 

are so many outpoints though, that one must assume, that 

these lectures have been falsified. The bulk of them are 

missing and not available any more. Also the meddling in the 

1992-issue of the book "What is Scientology?" is striking, the 

number of tape recordings mentioned on the list in these years 

was set higher by putting in musical compositions (allegedly 

composed by L. Ron Hubbard) and older LRH-texts recited by 

other speakers produced on cassette. 

By liberal calculation, at most the lectures till end 1976 

are authentic and indicate a communication line of Ron. 

Cutting time sharp one can only take 1972 as date, because 

only these tapes can be bought by everyone in Scientology, be 
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 www. FreieScientologen.de\lrhlectures.html 
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listened to and could be checked for authenticity. And only 

what is real to you is true! All else is just a believe in one or 

the other authority, is just verbal data and not what Ron told 

us: all Tech is available in HCOBs, books and tapes. 

Well now, this is just a possible estimation, which gives a 

certain orientation, but does not allow clear satisfactory proof. 

Whereby one already asks oneself, why L. Ron Hubbard since 

1973 would not have given public lectures anymore, which he 

loved so much and which also as a verifiable commline of 

Standard Tech has been so important! 

My “commented list of his books over the years”
16

 

shows, that the "Introduction to the E-Meter" from 1966 is the 

last non-fiction
17

 book written by himself. All later books are 

compositions of older materials by staff members. In the best 

case Ron has inspired and authorised the publication of these 

later books, but he did not write anything new for them. So 

this also does not bring us any closer, but now... 

• I put together a statistic on the written output of LRH 

the author over the years based on the red and green 

volumes and published it here
18

. It shows, that the 

productivity of Ron  1973 suddenly went down from a 

Power trend to practically Non-Ex and stayed there until 

since 1978 were his inactivity was compensated by 

"writings of helpful staff members"
19

. 

• The appointed successor of L. Ron Hubbard –  his 

son and class 12 Auditor Quentin Hubbard
20

 –  is found 

killed in November 1976: camouflaged as suicide. With 

that the next became possible, to seize the power in the 

Church of Scientology after Ron’s disappearance. Ron 

did not name another successor after his sons death: so 

was is also already “put aside”?  

• The strategy by the US-government to overtake 

Scientology as documented in http://www.sc-i-r-s-

ology.pair.com/documents/ documentsindex.html could 

be completed, when they were sure, that Ron no longer 

intervened. They would not have concluded their take 

over plot in 1977, when they had to take into account, 

that Ron could show up again, could be informed about 

all doings and could have started countermeasures. This 

plan is such a long term (more then a quarter of a 

century!) affair, that they had rather postponed another 

few more years, then to risk, that Ron points them out. 
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 www. FreieScientologen.de\lrhbuecher.html 

17
 Regarding the fiction books Mission Earth and 

Battlefield Earth: I have no doubt, that these are from Ron. 

But we can only believe the new management, that these were 

written in 1982. But it could also be, that Ron wrote them in 

his “9 missing months” in 1973 and that they were published 

later to proof his well being, when this was doubted by his 

son. 

18
 www. FreieScientologen.de\lrhstats.htm 

19
 David Mayo and his wife documented this fact in their 

letters, that in this year they and many others worked “for 

LRH” and published under his name. Their only commline to 

LRH was per telex! 

20
 www. FreieScientologen.de\quentin.htm 

From that point it is certain: Ron's commlines were 

cut for good in may 1977, otherwise he would have 

had the possibility to ward off, for instance, the 

dissolving of HASI or at least the consequences on the 

copyrights. If he still would be in comm, the IRS 

would have postponed their completion of their plan 

to a later point, to the time, where Ron could no 

longer stop it.  

• The continuity of the bridge ends in 1977 as I showed 

in this link
21

. Sudden changes since 1978 I documented 

here: The first vital Step was the cancellation of the old 

OT-levels original OT 4 to 7: Link
22

 and the only way in 

which, clears can be made: with Power, R6EW and the 

Clearing Course. 

• In November 1976 the prices of the CoS started to 

rise to a high level, so that the price alone keeps most 

people from the bridge and thus suppresses the Orgs. I 

give details in the article price engram
23

, there I come to 

the conclusion, that Ron at the latest, in end of 1977, 

could no longer control his commlines. 

• The Guardian Office (short GO) was established by 

Ron to defend Scientology against attacks. The Guardian 

Office was nevertheless practically defeated by the FBI 

on 8. July 1977 by a brutal razzia and confiscation of all 

GO documents and by prosecution of the GO staff. Ron 

could have been indicted too, does the reader believe, 

that Ron tried to escape this and went into hiding and that 

the FBI was not able to find him, although there was a 

commline between him and David Miscavige? I doubt 

that Ron was such a coward and that he would allow the 

taking over plot by his active behaviour.   

• How ever it may be: some years later the GO was 

abruptly discontinued by David Miscavige through lies, a 

faked LRH-letter and force of arms. Extensive reporting 

about that you can find on the website of Mike 

McClaughry
24

 who compounded a lengthy story about 

Scientology and made it public.  

Conclusions 
My conclusions from these data are, that L. Ron Hubbard 

lost definitive control of his commlines in, at last, 1977
25

. For 
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 www. FreieScientologen.de\bridge1977.htm 

22
 www. FreieScientologen.de\otlevels.htm 

23
 www. FreieScientologen.de\preisengramm.htm 

24
 www.scientologyintegrity.org is off the net, but can 

still be found by the internet archive: http://www.archive.org  

25
 Some believe that 1977 is too late and that LRH was 

killed in his missing months in 1973 and was replaced by a 

Doppelganger, which explains the many reports of a very 

angry LRH in his last years on the apolly. That theory is also 

confirmed  by the lack of photos of LRH in all the 

bibliographical works about him: the book “Pictures of a 

lifetime” and the several Ron Mags. You can only find photos 

of him up to 1972! Especially take a look at the “Ron the 

Photographer”-booklet: There you will find dozens of self-

portraits: Ron and his newest camera (professional 
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that it plays in this analysis no role, whether he was already 

dead at that time or that he was imprisoned or that he was too 

ill
26

, to care or that he was in hiding
27

, what the new 

management wants us to believe. There has been much 

speculation about that and these speculations don’t bring us 

any further. In December he was supposedly working on the 

tech -Filmshoots (Pro-TRs-Film), but none of the actors or 

technicians got to see him there, he gave his "directions per 

dispatch". I hold this for unreal and for a swindle. It was said 

that only the married couple Pat & Annie Broeker and 

"personal physician" Dr. Denk had access to LRH. His alleged 

death in Jan. 1986 was very staged and we were left with 

many open questions, as documented here
28

  

What takes us really further though instead of all these 

exciting speculations, is the analysis that Ron at least since 

1977 no longer had influence on the further development of 

the tech  and the policies. Because all changes could evidently 

take place without his permission or the possibility of 

correction since his death, one must assume, that this had 

already started since beginning 1978. Because the Broekers 

claimed to have been the exclusive commline between 

Hubbard and the church from 1977 till 1986. Until a year after 

Ron's death they were believed in the Church. But after that: 

even per the viewpoint of David Miscavige the Broekers were 

corrupt
29

. So how could even a believing churchy assume, that 

any revisions of technical data since 1978 could be correct? 

Not to speak of a freezoner. 

And per KSW this means that, that all these changes can 

not be considered to be standard tech . The issues and 

revisions starting 1977 can be, to my opinion, be divided into 

two categories:  

First: well intended works by technical staffs, who 

wanted to consolidate the tech, make it then easier for new 

students, to get trained as an Auditor. These issues have the 

authority of a BTB, therefore they are definitely valuable, as 

long as they don’t contradict LRH-issues. These issues have 

been promoted by the new management, to make it look like 

L. Ron Hubbard is still writing and also, to hide between them 

the issues of the second category. To those I reckon most 

NED-issues, FPRD, Prepchecking and NOTs and all the solo-

level-alteris. 

Secondly there are malevolent squirrels of the tech, 

which want to keep us from the Bridge to total freedom. To 

those I reckon the prohibition of Dianetics on Clears and OTs, 

the putting aside of Power, Power Plus, R6EW and Clearing 

Course, the claim, that NED makes real Clears now, the 

DCSI/CCRD, the change of the sequence of Dianetics and 

                                                                                                     

photographers can tell you the date of the cameras and by this 

of the photo). And a real gimmick: Take a look at the last self-

portrait: Ron and his camera at the end of the booklet!  

26
 See http://www.scientologyintegrity.org/ 

htmldocs/tt/1975s.shtml#431 

27
 See http://www.scientologyintegrity.org/ 

htmldocs/tt/1977s.shtml#517 

28
 See http://www.scientologyintegrity.org/ 

htmldocs/tt/1986s.shtml 

29
 www. FreieScientologen.de\false_fo3879.htm 

Grades on the Bridge
30

, the cancelation of the real OT-levels 4 

to 7, the four falsified versions of OT 8 and last but not least: 

the current RPF and lots of other policies to control the 

scientologists. 

One method of the RTC-Squirrels consists of replacing 

working LRH-tech by "newer HCOBs" with contradicting 

statements. Ron knew about this possibility of the black-

revisions of tech and therefore wrote that newer tech  does 

not cancel older tech . Because of this widespread false data 

that tech can be revised into its reverse state, I have quoted on 

my website large parts of this HCOBs 30. Juni 1970 
31

 

As a conclusion I call upon all Scientologists, to verify 

these presented data and to make their own estimate, as to 

how long Ron was in control of his commlines, to then return 

to the working tech, which Ron left for us until 1977. We 

should dig up the old course checksheets and restore these 

courses to there former glory and do a False Data Checking on 

all that false data, which was introduced since then by the new 

rulers in the Church.  

This is an extensive but lucrative task: because we will be 

rewarded with a tech, that gives 100% results.  

So we will win a tech, with which again real Clears and 

OTs can be made. 

Andreas Gross 

Kuefergasse 7 

CH 6315 Oberaegeri 

Switzerland 

Andreas_Grosz@gmx.de 

www.FreieScientologen.de  
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 In our field-auditing-practice we work since years per 

this pre-1978-tech and are very successful with it: especially 

to handle any body troubles on Clears and OT with Standard 

Dianetic and I completed OT III by applying Dianetics on the 

Milazzo within a years work. 

31
 www. FreieScientologen.de\8aktionen.htm 


